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Earn $100 of
Our Money for
Your Cause

Photo by
Leonard Bonnet
Bobs Lake

We’ll Help You
Fundraise & Support Your
Favourite Organization,
Initiative or Critter

Since we’ve started building this little Our Lakes
community, we’ve enjoyed a real partnership with the
regular readers of our publication. There are now
roughly 40,000+ of you each month.
We’re off to a great start, but now that summer is
over and people are getting back to the business of
life, such as it is, we need to approximately triple our
advertising base in order to ensure our own
sustainability. In exchange, we’re willing to help
fund/support whatever organization, cause, or even
individual species you’d like.
It’s all about referrals… We’d like you to send an
email to potential advertisers you know personally
asking them to help support your cause by advertising
in Our Lakes. Doing so could earn you a free ad or up
to $100 for your grassroots campaign. We all know
people who either own or run businesses and public
institutions in our region currently buying ads
elsewhere; these are all advertisers who could benefit
from the affordable rates we offer and growing reach
we enjoy. If you are willing to send an email bringing
us together with someone you know who buys an ad
worth at least $500, your cut will be up to 20% for
your specified fundraising campaign.
If you would prefer to have us create and run a free
ad promoting your preferred subject for the next year,
we are willing to do that as well. With Christmas just
around the corner, here’s your chance to send a few
emails and play Santa for your favourite, amazing,
volunteer-based, not-for-profits helping to make Our
Lakes life so special. Send your email to your contact
and CC me at advertising@ourlakes.ca and put “Our
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Lakes introduction” in the subject line when you
do or else we might not notice your assistance.
If you own your own business and want to refer
yourself, that’s fair game, too.
Thanks so much to our many existing
advertisers, subscribers, readers and donors,
we’re all in this together and wouldn’t want it any
other way. JC

A chipmunk raided the firepit after
breakfast one beautiful morning.

One of two geese
that took up
residence on the
lake during
nesting season.

Spring Lake
Neighbours
All photos by MacKenzie Lee

This dark grey rat snake was quite striking after it
slithered onto the kids’ yellow water mat.

Spring Lake, off Hitchinbrooke Road,
is another small but stunning slice of
cottage country.
Like all of Our Lakes its incredible
biodiversity and undisturbed natural
beauty are what draw most to the
area, with plenty of examples always
on display. The many creatures that
call Spring Lake home could never be
contained in even an entire issue of
this publication, but here are a few of
the less camera-shy natural
neighbours who visit on a regular
basis.
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A male northern map turtle basks in
the warmth of the afternoon sun.

So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs & Crow Lakes
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Charleston Lake
Collins Lake
Cronk Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog & Cranberry Lakes
Elbow Lake
Gananoque Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lake Ontario
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Newboro Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Rideau Lakes
Sand Lake
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the Frontenac Arch
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

The CN track to the DuPont (now Invista) nylon plant arcs
through this 1951 aerial view, with Bath Road running across
the photo. The Armstrong Subdivision has not yet been built–
it’s still a farm property. (Queen’s University Archives photo)

Life of A Wetland
70 Years Gone By
At Little Cataraqui Creek
Research by Eric Gagnon
The Little Cataraqui Creek
wetland that is crossed by Bath
Bath Road is at top of
this view of the CN
trestle looking southeast.
(Queen’s University
Archives photo)
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Road east of Armstrong Road
has seen many changes over
the years. Eric Gagnon was

Continued: Flooding Risk in the Past
kind enough to share a few of the
photos and details he came
across during his research into
the area’s past. The first few
homes built on the farm property
on Armstrong Road were known
as the Armstrong Subdivision. The
west side of the Creek was later
developed and currently includes
retail and apartment buildings.
Along the way it has long been
considered a flood risk. It makes
one wonder what the future will
hold for this site where nature
and urban life have overlapped
for decades now.
Top: The City of Kingston noted the
flood risk in a 1954 report that
included this photo of the ‘J Earl
McEwen property’ showing the view
north of Bath Road and the CN
trestle. (Queen’s University
Archives photo)
At Left: A modern aerial view of
the wetland today.
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Late Season
Reprieve for
Our Insects

Clouded Sulphur Moth

Glenburnie, Ontario. 2:45 pm,
October 20/21 – I couldn't resist a
Bug Crawl this afternoon. Sunny to
partly overcast skies, light breezes
and 23°C made me anxious to see
who was out and about. Plenty of
visitors to be certain on such a
warm autumn day.

Asian
Ladybug

Mason Wasp
Face Fly

Queen Eastern
Bumblebee, outside
at 7°C on Oct. 28.
Boxelder Bug

Roger Lupton is a retired high school Biology
and Chemistry teacher. Now former world
traveler (due to Covid-19), cook, bottle-washer,
photographer, fisherman, hunter, archaeology
assistant, rough carpenter, American Flyer
electric train buff, and Manchester United fan.
You can enjoy more of his photos here on Flickr.
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Our Lakes End of Year Photo Contest
There is still time to dig through
your phones, hard drives and what
have you (in some cases, maybe an
old album or two) and find those
amazing shots from around the lake
for your chance to wow and maybe
win a prize or two. The 2021 Our
Lakes End of Year Photo Contest is
still open and entries are flying in!
Our judges have put together a
fun range of 27 categories for you to
enter; we’ll crown a winner in each
and send them a fun prize. We’ll also
select the Our Lakes Photo of the
Year and shower the winning
photographer in praise and a $200
gift certificate from lake apparel
experts WHIT Kingston. We’ll run
our favourites in a supersized photo
feature marking the New Year.
To enter, click on any of the links
below and email your photo entries
along with your name, a caption, and
the closest lake to where the photo
was taken. If you plan to enter
multiple categories, please send at
least one unique email per category.
Please Note: The embedded links
may not work for you depending on
the configuration of your browser
and/or email setup. If not, send a
separate email for each category you
wish to enter with that category
name in the subject line to
editor@ourlakes.ca by the deadline
for entry: 5 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 1,
2021.
Contest Categories
1) Flashback Fun – Old images of
days gone by
2) Generations – Share those great
multi-generational lakeside
moments
3) Wiggle Your Worm – Kids’ fishing
shots

4) Love to See ’em Jump –
Adults’ fishing shots
5) Kiss the Cook – Mealtime
memories
6) Deer John – We have plenty of
whitetails in the area, let’s see
some
7) Ancient Animals – Share your
best reptile and amphibian
photos
8) Furry Friends – All other wild
animals not captured in the
categories above
9) Loony for Our Lakes –
Everybody’s favourite… the
common loon
10) Bird Brains – All other birds
not named loons
11) In Bloom – Wildflowers
12) Branching Out – Tree pics
13) Bugs – All kinds welcome,
even mosquitoes
14) Come Sail Away – Shots of
sloops, sharks, sunfish, etc.
15) Paddle Power – Canoes,
kayaks, stand-up
paddleboards, rafts…
16) More Power – All boats and
water toys with a motor of
some form
17) One if By Land – ATVs, dirt
bikes, hogs, and classic cars all
shined up or dirty in action
18) A Bird’s Eye View – Aerials
from private planes or drones
19) Our Happy Place – Let’s see
your lake property glamour
shots
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20) Stargazing – Photos of the
night sky
21) Leaders of the Pack – The
dogs of Our Lakes
22) Weather or Not – Summer
weather and scenic photos
23) Frozen Fun – Winter
weather and scenic shots
24) The United Colours of Our
Lakes – Fall foliage and
scenic images of your
favourite lake
25) It’s a Living – Photos of
people working around the
water
26) We Will Rock You – All rock
photos from pebbles to cliffs
and islands
27) Wildcard – Got a great shot
that doesn’t fit the 26 other
categories? Send it in here
and we’ll see!
We reserve the right to run
any and all photos submitted to
the e-magazine within our
editorial content with the
understanding that a photo credit
will be included.
We will NOT incorporate your
submitted images in any paid
advertising or provide them to
any third party for use.
We will not use your images on
social media, except as a
component of the overall
publication which is distributed in
part via Facebook.

Photo by Heritage Pest Control

The Mice Did Play
Combating Rodent Nightmares With
Crowd-Sourced Cottage Knowledge

Kit Wojcik and her family love their Sand Lake
“After being away from the cottage for 23 months
cottage and pre-COVID they never dreamed they’d we returned [in mid-August] to literally 10s of 1000s
be away from it for almost two years straight, but of mice droppings everywhere in dresser drawers and
these are the times in which we live.
kitchen cabinets in the cottage,” she said on the Sand
Lake Facebook Group. “We have had a few mice over
When the global pandemic closed the border
the 20 years of having the cottage, but I never saw
forcing them to remain in the Home of the Brave
anything like this.”
for nearly two full summer seasons they thought
their Canadian retreat would sit dormant and wait
Instantly all the enthusiasm and excitement for the
for them to return… boy were they wrong!
family’s post-double-vaccination return was tested,
10

Self-Portrait of a Mouse: This photo was
all the rage in U.K. papers during 1952, when
a photography enthusiast and mouse-hater
rigged up a camera to a common trap. The
shot was ‘taken’ as a result of the mouse
triggering the trap, which is seen a splitsecond before ending the rodent’s life.

Continued: Traps Yielded Nothing
but they powered through, started the long and
costly process of cleaning up, disinfecting, replacing
damaged items, and began investigating ways to
ensure this never happens to them again. At least
not this same type of extreme infestation.

Now that it’s nice out and food for them can be
found outside they’ve likely moved on and out,”
she posted.
She advised to seal up any possible entry
points – including around the roof, pipes,
fireplaces, wiring – and don’t leave anything
edible in the building over the winter.

“I bought nine mousetraps and set them in the
cabinets that I had cleaned. I caught zero mice,” she
said.
“Does this mean I can now wash the pots, pans,
clothes, linens, etc., and buy new food and now be
good to go because the mice have left the
premises?”

“Put any blankets in something they can’t
possibly penetrate, we use some big thick plastic
totes,” she concluded. “We haven’t had a mouse
in our cottage since we bought it, but we usually
leave a few traps around in the winter.”

Colleen Claire reasoned the mice were probably
there in the winter when it was cold, “looking for
somewhere warm to snuggle up and some snacks.

Cleaning the premises properly, and taking the
risks seriously, were the primary concerns of
many folks who offered their advice.
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Continued: Plenty of Home Remedies
“You’re asking the right audience,” said Shane
Renwick. “Look after your black (grey) rat snakes, foxes
and owls. They are all great mousers! … Clean up, use a
broom as much as possible versus a vacuum to avoid
(sending the toxins airborne). Use bleach. Wear a mask,
they’re not just for COVID! There are diseases that can
be spread via mouse droppings and dried urine to
people by inhalation.”
Lynda Lee also advised to always wear a mask when
cleaning. “Hanta virus is deadly,” she said.
Encouraging natural
mousers, like the
grey rat snake or
eastern screech
owl, to stay around
your cottage is the
best way to control
unwanted rodents.

Dianne Mursell agreed. “Please be careful cleaning.
Wear a mask and gloves. Hanta virus from mouse
droppings is real and can be fatal.”
There was plenty of talk of things to leave around the
cottage in winter that purport to repel rodents.
Irish Spring soap, mothballs and Bounce fabric
softener sheets all came up, but Andy Leu was sceptical
and insisted mint was the answer.

Relax, Unwind And Be Pampered
Beauty Industry Experts Since ’95
New Path Spa offers high quality facial and body
treatments to suit your needs. We welcome you to
reconnect with a sense of total wellbeing through
the ritual of renewed relaxation. Each of our guests
will experience a customized pampering from highly
qualified therapists in our Covid-safe sanctuary.
Come see Magda, Taylor,
Andrea and Anne today!
729 Gardiners Road
Kingston, ON K7M 3Y5

(613) 634-9611
newpathspa.com
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Continued: Big Bucket Trap
“Vicks VapoRub on paper
plates... in cabinets, drawers,
etc. Or anything else with a
mint/menthol smell. I used A535 once... but it was too
expensive,” he said. “There are
all kinds of tales of things that
work like Bounce sheets...
found turds on the sheets
when I tried those before.
While they may have worked
years ago, formulas change. I
personally wouldn't use
mothballs either as it takes a
long time to get the smell out
of the cottage.”
While those sorts of passive
solutions work for some, others
suggested being more
aggressive and actively
eliminating the problem mice
rather than simply relocating
them somewhere else.
“When you lock up for the
season, leave a five-gallon pail
with about eight inches of
water in it,” said Elisabeth Hick.
“Smear peanut butter around
the inside of the pail about six
to eight inches down from the
rim. Some like to add a rotating
dowel through the sides of the
bucket and smear it with the
peanut butter. Lean a board or
stick against the rim of the
bucket to the floor for the mice
to use as a ladder. They will go
looking to get that peanut
butter and fall in the water and
drown. In the spring throw the
bucket outside.”

There are many sources online for easy ways to build
five-gallon bucket mouse traps for winter use in your cottage.

“And it won’t freeze like
water,” pointed out Joanne
Lipscombe, that way the
homemade trap keeps working
throughout the winter months.
“We have always left staple
foods at the cottage over the
winter months, but they must be
stored in glass jars with metal
lids,” added Hick concluding when
you catch mice in the winter, you
need to follow-up with
investigation in the summer. “You
need to search out the mice’s
points of entry and block them.”

little black boxes and you buy the bait
and put it in them,” she said. “They
can’t resist the bait. It works way
better than mouse traps.”
She learned about bait traps the
hard way, after experiencing an
infestation on her family acreage. They
called an exterminator and that’s what
he used and recommended. “Never
had one after that.” The exterminator
explained to them that consuming the
dead mice doesn’t affect birds or pets.

“Yes the bait boxes also tend to
send them out of their hiding spots to
look for water where they die,”
Mursell suggested also carrying confirmed Peter Boyle, site moderator
the fight outside in the warmer
and group expert.
months. “There are bait stations
“A call to a pest control company
Nancy Dillabough added that you can buy at Home Hardware.
if you use antifreeze instead of They don’t hurt pets or birds, but and a visit would not hurt,” added
Renwick. “They can find entry points
they will get rid of any mice you
water it wont smell up the
you might miss.”
have in the area. They look like
cottage.
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Moose of the Month
“Went out to enjoy the Aspen turning Friday (10/1/21), but moose just kept getting in my way including this
Mama moose and her calf by a small pond!” said photographer Ron Acklin. For more great moose content,
check out Moose Lovers!

Butter Tarts, Pies,
Pastries & Cookies
Rolls & Bread
Fully Cooked “Grab & Go Meals”
3748 O’Neil Lane, Inverary, ON
Open Year Round – (613) 653-2783
mrsgarrettsbakeshop@gmail.com

MrsGarrettsBakeShop
Has Graciously Donated this Advertisement
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Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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Submitted photo

From Odessa to
Deadman’s Bay & the
Thousand Islands,
There’s No Place
Like Home
By Richard Kruz
I grew up in the Kingston area, coming with my
mom and dad and three siblings to start so many
adventures that would follow.

Dead Man’s Bay called to me many times at
12 years old and I distinctly recall ‘the woods’
we explored on our way to swimming off the
rocks across from Cartwright’s Point. We
would start off at ‘Red Rock’ near the old
Batoche School and from there follow the
granite cliffs through the woods. One of our

It seems my parents planned our moves quite
well, coming from Odessa into a house on
Johnson Street and then to the PMQs (private
married quarters) of Fort Henry Heights. Fast
forward eight years and we were five siblings and
I was in Grade 7.
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Continued: Never Knew What We’d Discover
first ventures through
there took us to the
ruins of what we
believed to be an old,
covered wagon at the
bottom of a cliff. After
that it was like we never
knew what we might
find. I spent a lot of time
in those woods.
We were right to
always be looking for
pieces of history because
many years later a manmade beach not far from
our original swimming
spot was named
Arrowhead Beach. I’d say
it was as much for the

Submitted photo

Let’s fast forward to 1967-68 as
I’m finishing high school. Also, I’m a
member of HMCS Cataraqui, first at
the armories on Montreal Street,
then at the new base across from
RMC just east of the Causeway
bridges. During the next few years, I
came to know Lake Ontario and the
Thousand Islands area with a new
perspective. We trained for many
hours in the ‘Whalers’ (huge dories
with a seven-man crew); even going
into rowing competitions against
other Reserve units.

relics of history found as it
Along with the Whalers, the
was for the arrowhead shape
reserve unit had a Harbourcraft at
of the bay.
their disposal. The YMU 116! This
boat was a diesel powered 35- to 40I miss those days by the
foot craft with a cabin and it was
lake.
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This 1898 map of the Thousand Islands was compiled by Frank H. Taylor, Philadelphia, Penn.

Continued: Explored the Thousand Islands
again. Thankfully I’m not that far away; just far
enough to always want to return for a time. Oh,
there is water where I live now – a couple of lakes in
fact. Too big, too commercial and too crowded.

used for navigational training primarily. Most of
the time I was a part of the crew when she went
out but I also got to see how the wheel handled
as we learned to read the nautical maps and
study the buoys and river markers all the way to
the Thousand Island Bridge and back. It was like
our own three-hour tour. (Well, maybe five
hours!)

I haven’t even reached my favourite part of being
home on Our Lakes, with all the cottages, fishing,
swimming, and exploring the shorelines – for me, it’s
especially the evening campfires. That’s it! The
campfires, with all the weary travelers of lives welllived settling down on a log with a hotdog stick,
marshmallows or maybe even some smores.

In the early ’70s, the RCNR were tasked with
training for search and rescue in advance of the
upcoming CORK (1976 Canadian Olympic Regatta
in Kingston) using yet another memorable mode
of transport, the ‘wonderful’ Zodiacs!

Watching the flames dance and listening to the
crackle of firewood as everyone around shares the
peaceful ending of a day with nature. We are always
ready for a great story! Perhaps someone finally won
a battle for their health or someone else has reached
a goal long overdue, with a lesson or three learned
along the way.

I say ‘wonderful’ because of all the times I
went out on the water; the Zodiac was the first
and only time I was actually seasick! Very
embarrassing! We were out in swells 10 feet or
higher and when you’re at the bottom of a swell
you can see absolutely nothing but water.
Despite that, I miss the lake.

This is my favourite part of Our Lakes; that they
are shared by so many, for so many reasons. It’s the
stories of people’s struggles and successes that give
us lessons we might never learn elsewhere. I have
been at many campfires and heard some fantastic

Many years have passed since I’ve lived in my
favourite corner of Canada but I’ve always had
family to visit and vacations to take me home
18
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Continued: Campfires Are My Favourite
adventures of growth, deliverance
and victory in so many souls. I’ve
been a taxi driver, a sailor, an
unemployed wanderer, a
bookkeeper, a restaurant manager
and for 35 years I had my own
business cleaning windows from
the basement to 30 storeys up.
I’ve travelled from one end of
North America to the other, usually
by ground, but as my circumstan-

ces have led me to where I am
today, after all the million and a
half miles of travel, I still miss Our
Lakes.
In the gentle push of tiny waves
to the shore and the peaceful
completeness of a day ending with
family and friends, this is always a
joyful way to recognize “This is the
day that the Lord has made. We
will rejoice and be glad in it.”

I would be more than
blessed to continue to sit
around the campfires and the
lakes and share more of what
I’ve learned and with whom I
learned it. Camping by the
lakeshores is a terrific way to
meet new folks and to
experience life through their
eyes.
Until next time,
Richard Kruz

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Meet the Inchworm
Inchworms aren’t actually worms – they’re
caterpillars that eventually develop into adult
geometer moths.
The family of inchworms includes about 35,000
different species worldwide and some 1,400 kinds
live in North America alone. They primarily eat
leaves and fruit and when they collect in large
groups they can seriously damage trees and
bushes such as apple, mulberry, blueberry, pine
and fir. They’ll also do in the leaves of most
garden plants given the chance.
Two of the more common varieties of
inchworms are the fall cankerworm (Alsophila
pometaria) and spring cankerworm (Paleacrita
vernata). Two other kinds that not quite as
common are the elm spanworm (Ennomos
subsignaria) and linden looper (Erannis tiliaria).
the danger has passed, the inchworms will climb
back up that safety line and then continue
feeding as if nothing had happened.

Some inchworms spin silk and when they are in
danger they can drop quickly from the tree they
are in and hang from the end of that thread. Once

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Help
Wanted
Contract
Sales
Support

Are you looking for a way to combine
your love of people and lake life
with your career?

Our Lakes e-magazine is looking for an
independent contractor to handle a small
amount of commission-based sales work
related to our monthly publication.

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca

You are outgoing, probably located
somewhere in Eastern Ontario & likely have
at least a little experience doing this sort of
work (although not necessarily).
Please send your application to
John Curran, publisher@ourlakes.ca
OurLakes.ca

613-331-4444
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Porch-Perfect Afternoon
Crowds Flock to Westport’s First Annual Westporch
Festival for Outdoor Fun, Music & More

If a person’s home is their castle, then their
porch is truly their courtyard. A slice of
outside, but not entirely outside; ideal for
relaxing, connecting, writing and of course
music. Our gateway to community.
On Sept. 25 from 1 p.m. to 4, the porches of
Westport were livelier that usual when the
community hosted the first annual Westporch
Festival. Residents and businesses met up on
their front porches with hundreds of visitors
from around the region. Together they
enjoyed all the village had to offer including
food and fabulous entertainment.

All photos by Susan Curran

The free outdoor walking tour used
neighbourhood porches to showcase
regional artists, musicians, activities and
treats. A few of the artists to perform
included:
✓ Chef Jessica Roberts & THE Rosie
Yumski
✓ Dave Balfour & Jamie Campbell
✓ East Coast Experience
✓ Eric Uren
21

King of the Swingers includes two band members
from Westport, one from Battersea and
a fourth musician from Lanark.

Continued:
Many Artists,
Bands Perform
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Evan Carlson
Head Over Heels
King of the Swingers
Michael K. Myers
Mike Cochrane
Shawn McCullough
Steve Kennedy
The 4 Classic Country Ladies

Other activities included:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Textile Art Installation
Arm & Hand Painting
Balloon Artist
Cotton Candy
Popcorn
BBQ Station
Antique Vehicle Display
Porch Side Blacksmithing
Pets & Dog Art Photo Booth

If you missed out on the fun in
Westport this year, maybe kickback on
your own porch, deck, patio or even
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Continued: ‘On a Porch, Looking at a Lake’

dock with your earbuds, your favourite playlist and remember
what actor Johnny Depp had to say about porches. “I'm an oldfashioned guy. I want to be an old man with a beer belly sitting
on a porch, looking at a lake or something.”

Below, left: Hudson and his mom
enjoyed all the fun while visiting
from Kingston. Below, right:
Emily found a hat with attitude
while shopping at Pinecones.

Dave Curran, left, joined Boyd Barr, right, now of Cochrane,
Alta., and Garret Barr at The Gathering Place while enjoying
the sounds of Kevin Davidson and Tom Savage.
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
23

613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Meet the Magnolia Warbler
Although it is small and active (the one seen here is a
juvenile), the Magnolia Warbler is not as difficult to
observe as some warblers, due to it often remaining low
in shrubbery and short trees. It favors second-growth
habitats both in summer (in the north woods) and
winter (in the tropics), so it has not been hurt by habitat
destruction as much as some migrants. It got its name
by chance, when pioneer ornithologist Alexander Wilson
happened to spot his first one in a southern magnolia
tree during the migration in 1810.

Photo by
Loyal to the Foil

Foiled Again…

Spooktacular Fun!

Folks thought it was a treat to see Phill Yendt all dressed up for Halloween while gliding along
Kingston’s waterfront aboard his Lift eFoil. Phill never lets the temperature get in the way of a
great ride! For more awesome eFoil content, check out Phill’s Facebook page.
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All underwater photos courtesy of Luis Bumbala

Diving with an Old Friend
huge, plenty of room for three divers. We also had
my experienced buddy Gerry from Ottawa and we
headed out to photograph a ship I’ve known well
since my youth.

Haunting Tales
from the Wreck of
the George A. Marsh

I had been teaching at Buck Lake, getting to know
the locals and making friends. We had our own
compressor and plenty of gear. Along the way I was
also revisiting some shipwrecks along the St.
Lawrence and in the Great Lakes.

The George A. Marsh is a story that can be told,
researched and visited in Kingston. One should be
an experienced advanced diver to visit her. She
lies in 80 feet of water, is marked with a buoy and
is majestic to photograph. Sadly she has taken the
life of at least one diver that I know of. Rumors
have surfaced as to the location of possible
remains. I for one don’t go looking for anything
around the Marsh. I take pictures and respect the
fact that this ship has a story to tell around Our
Lakes and is potentially the final resting place of
several souls.

On one such occasion I asked my dear friend Gary
Berezny if he ever heard of the shipwreck of the
George A. Marsh. “No,” he replied. I told him, “I
think we can find it easily. I (knew) of a seasoned
wreck diver that could find shipwrecks without GPS.”

I always do it safely and responsibly – a lesson
learned the hard way long ago as a young diver,
when something eery seemed to guide me to
safety one August day in 1976, but I’m getting
ahead of myself.

Gary is a diver from back in the day and he agreed
to let us use his boat to go diving for the day. It was

I was introduced to the Marsh as a young scuba
diver of only 13 years old. In the late ’70s we used

By Luis Bumbala
2016 was a good year for diving, not too many
rainy or windy days – near perfect conditions most
days.
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Continued: First Dove There at 13
equipment that was restricted,
not like the high-tech innovations
available in 2016 when revisiting
my old friend most recently.
Back then I was brash. Reckless.
I poked around in the cargo holds.
I was alone, the divers I was with
disappeared. But we had come a
long way and I wasn’t about to go
to the surface from 80 feet down
after such a short dive. I knew
where the ship’s anchor line was
and would meet up with the rest
of the divers later. I was uneasy
not knowing anything about this
ship other than what some divers
recently met from Quebec told
me after agreeing to pick me up in
Ottawa to enjoy an afternoon of
diving together off Kingston.

Save Ontario Shipwrecks
Save Ontario Shipwrecks (SOS) is a not-for-profit organization,
dedicated to Marine Heritage Conservation of sites like the George
A. Marsh (sketch above courtesy of SOS). It exists to further public
knowledge and appreciation of Ontario’s marine heritage by
assisting museums and public archives in acquiring information
and displaying artifacts; undertaking public education projects;
surveying, documenting as well as preserving shipwrecks and
diving opportunities in Ontario waters. To learn more about SOS,
visit SaveOntarioShipwrecks.ca.

We have added additional
Introduction to Pickleball sessions
and are now taking registrations
for both Beginner Level I and
Beginner Level II.

Like us on
Facebook!

Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Contact Kelli at 613-545-5288 or
email kattgrrrl@gmail.com for
more information, we look forward
to seeing you on the courts!

Paddles Up!
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Continued: I Recall Feeling Creepy
I worked at our local dive shop and was well
known as a dependable wreck diver despite my
young age. Creepy was all I can remember
feeling as the dive began.
To understand my feelings diving the George
A. Marsh, you have to go back to Aug. 8, 1917.
Imagine a beautiful late summer’s day on Lake
Ontario…
Captain John Wesley Smith, 48, looking up,
noticed the sun shining on his seasoned face.
Winds out of the southwest. Such a beautiful
day to sail to Kingston. Calm was Lake Ontario as
he sat moored in the Port of Oswego, New York.
It was a busy harbour and he was loading a
cargo of 450 tons of coal onto the three masted
schooner the George A. Marsh. Capt. Smith was
looking at making a good return on his
investment, the Sowards Coal company was
eager to contract Smith and his partner J.B. Flint,
of Belleville. There was a fine sum in it when
they delivered the ship’s cargo of coal to the
Rockwood Hospital in Kingston.

Above: The George A. Marsh in her prime hauling
lumber in the U.S. in the 1800s. Below: Postcard
picturing coal shipments on Kingston’s waterfront, circa
1900. By the Valentine & Sons' Publishing Co. Ltd.

The crew and passenger list was a touching
mix of friends and family – a bit of a working
summer vacation of sorts. It included the second
wife, 22, of the captain and five of their seven
children were on board. Likewise Neil
McLennan, a deck hand, had received
permission to bring along his wife, 25, their 18month-old baby boy Douglas, and a five-year-old
nephew George “Buster” Graves. The captain’s
brother William “Bill” Smith was aboard.

travel in such close quarters with Smith’s new
wife, who was less than half his son-in-law’s age.
Rain, the captain’s dog, was on board the ship,
most likely guarding the children and sticking
close to Smith’s side as long as possible through
the dark night to follow. A delightful sight early
in the voyage would no doubt have been young
Buster (the publisher’s great-great-grandfather’s
nephew), and his new friend close in age,
Clarence Smith, playing exploration games
together – Buster’s parents had sent him from
York with a new “Indian costume,” extremely
popular among young boys and girls of that era.

“George Cousins (deck hand) had been
captain of the schooner J.B. NEWLANDS until
this year. Wm. J. Watkins (first mate) had, after
12 years of voyaging, settled down to keep the
Ferry Hotel in Belleville, but the call of the lake
was too strong,” reported the Toronto Globe in
the weeks that followed that fateful day.
An additional regular member of the Marsh’s
crew, her cook – a Mr. Manning, was Capt.
Smith’s father-in-law from his first marriage, and
had sailed for years. He was not on board for
that voyage, perhaps finding it uncomfortable to

St. Thomas, an Anglican Church in a close-knit
neighbourhood in Bellville, was where the entire
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Continued: 14 People Aboard
crew and many of the passengers would typically
gather on Sundays with their families for prayer
and other community news of interest to the
parishioners.

10 feet. This was a design to facilitate going up
shallow canals. The Marsh did have a centre board
that could be lowered in deeper water for sail. She
was also built with a blunter bow to allow her to
get in tight behind other schooners at ports of call.

There were 15 aboard in total, if you include
Rain the dog, for what looked to be a delightful sail
Schooners at the height of sail around 1882,
and family adventure across Lake Ontario. So many which was the time the Marsh was built, were
young children and wives eager to see Kingston the extremely profitable and beneficial in the northern
next morning ... sadly, most never made it.
U.S. states carrying lumber for building homes.
The George A. Marsh was a three-masted
schooner, 119 feet by 36 feet. Surprisingly for a
ship of the lake at the time, she only had a draft of

She started her life under an American flag as
she was built in Muskegon, Michigan. 174 gross
tons of wooden engineering would have made her

Hardware & Auto
Tech Sales &
Service
All Types

139 Main Street Seeley’s Bay 613-978-3474
info@FishermansHardwareAndAuto.shop
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Continued: Gale Hit the Marsh
refused to connect callers because the storm
was so fierce and violent.
In those conditions the Marsh would have
twisted as it pitched and rolled. With her shallow
beam, waves were smashing over the tops of her
holds, plunging the blunt bow deep into the
water. Each time making it more laborious for
her to raise to the surface. The old seams of the
ship’s holds began to fail and her hand-operated
bilge was quickly overwhelmed and no longer
able to keep up with the amount of water
rushing in as each wave broke in succession.
In the days that followed the Toronto Globe
also reported comments from an unnamed lake
sailor who said, “A lake schooner in these days,
when all of them are long past their prime, is no
place for women and children. An ordinary crew
with ordinary luck, may get away in a shipwreck,
but a 16-foot yawl boat, even in smooth water
would be crowded with 14 persons, and in the
sea running Wednesday morning, it would be
impossible to keep the best of yawl boats right
side up.”

a fine working ship at the time. The original owner
J. Footlander profited well during the expansion of
the U.S., eventually heading his company into the
time of steam ships made of steel by 1917.
In 1914, Canadian J.B. Flint, bought the Marsh
and brought her to Belleville. Needing a captain
and crew he partnered with John W. Smith.
Together they made some fine improvements,
most impressive a lifeboat. A 16-foot yawl with a
fuel engine that hung from the stern on davits.
Such a yawl would have been a luxury, used to
launch and ferry passengers back and forth while
in ports with the ship at anchor. A second older,
smaller lifeboat more common to the day was
lashed to the port side.

“Had the MARSH had her ordinary crew of five
or six men,” concluded the newspaper, “it is very
doubtful, if even all of them would have been
able to get through alive.”
The events that unfolded between 2 a.m. and
5 a.m. would have been so terrifying that one’s
mind can scarcely imagine what happened that
night as the ship began to sink only miles from
Kingston.

Lake Ontario in August is still warm from the
months of summer, however shifting cold fronts
can produce windstorms that suddenly become
gales. Violent winds, upwelling and heaving our
inland sea. Our Great Lakes produce a different
type of waves, unlike those on most inland lakes.
A long, rolling wave, which can tower 30 feet quite
suddenly, thundering with thousands of pounds
per square inch smashing into the sides of ships.
Great lakes ships are designed to twist and bend
slightly, to withstand the stress. But even steel
ships have been known to break in half and go
down with all hands under these wild forces of
nature.

Capt. Smith tried desperately to run west to
the Bay of Quinte perhaps as a last chance to
escape the crashing of waves against the hull. All
of the able seamen probably tried to round up
the terrified family members to keep them as
safe as possible while focusing on the
increasingly desperate situation.

In the early hours of Aug. 9, 1917, a 35-mile gale
smashed into the eastern end of Lake Ontario, at
about 2 a.m. Telephone operators in the area
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As the waves smashed over the decks and the
water foamed into the hull, Neil McLennan and
Bill Smith desperately lower the yawl from the
stern of the ship. Greta aged 12, Eva aged 8, John
aged 6, Clarence aged 4, Lorraine aged one year,
and their cousin Douglas and George, as well as

Continued: Capt. Smith Fled to U.S.
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. McLennan all get into the
small yawl as the ship sinks. This was their last
chance for survival. Regretfully the yawl was not
large enough to hold everyone. The other lifeboat
lashed on the port side is near the bow and no one
dared to go there as the ship began to sink bow
first where her holds were full of coal.

determined to stay with Greta – the last member
of his family he could find in the confusion. Rain
was pulled into a small fishing boat as were Bill
and Neil. It was over as fast as it began, they later
said. In all 12 souls presumed lost to the mighty
unmerciful summer storms of Our Lakes.
I say “presumed lost” because not all of the
bodies were actually recovered and 10 years later
in 1927, Capt. John W. Smith, died in Harrah,
Oklahoma, after confessing that he had fled to
the U.S. in an attempt to escape the tragedy of
losing so much of his family on the Marsh.

The 16-foot yawl quickly capsized, everyone was
swamped and became entangled in the ship’s lines
and sails making it that much harder for the poor
souls fighting to stay afloat. By 5 a.m. the fight to
get to shelter is officially over and the George A.
Marsh, registry #133750, slipped below Lake
Ontario forever.

At the time of her sinking, the Marsh was only
valued at about $5,500 so it was decided by the
remaining owner not to raise or salvage the ship
– it would have cost far more than she was
worth. The masts, being a navigational hazard,
were pulled out of the deck and dropped along
side the ship.

As morning breaks only the yawl was afloat,
capsized with waves breaking over her hull. Two
fishermen from Amherst Island under a half moon
investigate a call for help by a lighthouse keeper.
Hugh McCartney and Benjamin Wemp planned to
check their nets after the storm, but ended up
being first on the scene to the upturned yawl at
about 11 a.m.

This was the Marsh I first discovered at 13
years old, likely a little too young to venture into
such an abyss. Floating over the small lifeboat I
was working my way forward. I tried to see if I
could get a silhouette of the other divers or see
their bubbles, but nothing. At the bow, huge
chains hung to a massive bow sprint pointing
upward. I couldn’t help noticing the massive size
of everything. The back of my mind was uneasy,
constantly a feeling of being watched, but no
divers. I wasn’t afraid but kept looking behind
me.

Alive to tell the tale are poor Bill Smith and Neil
McLennan, still holding little Greta Smith in his
arms. She died only a half hour before being
rescued, all the while within sight of Kingston.
Rain too was determined to live. With each huge
wave that smashed over the lifeboat, Captain
Smith’s dog clawed his way back up, over and over,

McLennan’s Many Wrecks

Something’s wrong, anxiety was setting in and
my breathing was getting short. Where’s the line
again to get back, oh yeah, at the stern of the
ship. I looked at my pressure gauge, 800 psi. I
need to find my way back, 119 feet back from
where I started.

Neil McLennan [one of the survivors of the
Marsh wreck] was either the luckiest or
unluckiest sailor on Our Lakes early in the
century depending on your perspective.
According to Kingston’s Daily British Whig, in
addition to being a sailor on the Oliver Mowat,
which sank just three years after the Marsh, he
was also on the Sophia Minch when she
wrecked in 1900. He also survived at least one
other wreck at almost the same spot that the
Marsh sank. While he was rescued by a tug,
the vessel’s Captain Macdonald and his wife
both drowned in that incident.

I worked my way back, lost and alone. Getting
a little hard to breathe now, and a feeling as if
someone was beckoning me to swim fast. I bolt
and turn on my J-valve giving me some spare air,
another 500 psi. I miscalculated my dive. I then
tried to focus on finding the anchor line back to
safety. I’m at the stern of the ship, 400 psi of air
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Continued: Air Dangerously Low
cool dive man. Can I have one of those
beers?” The 1970s were a very different time
in many ways.

I clear my mask and a feeling of calm
comes over me; 250 psi of air and 50 feet
now. I’m Ok. I slow down and stop to relax a
moment. I have no idea who or what led me
back to safety that day, but I still remember
the relief of seeing the bottom of the charter
boat, swimming towards the ladder and my
head breaking the surface.

It’s Free

Still I look around for the other divers,
someone is there, I’m certain but no sign of
who it is. As I turn around fast, my mask
smashes into the two-inch steel anchor line
and instantly floods.

Subscribe

left in my tank. Go left or go right, that’s it.
I’m heading for the surface! But something is
motioning me to go right. I start to inflate my
horse collar jacket, I lift off, heading for the
surface. My air is now really low. Scared I
kick like mad with my rubber rocket fins.

Sign up today and never miss
another issue of Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!

I’m greeted by a bunch of guys at the back
of the charter drinking beers. They look
down and give me a thumbs up. “Mon
chum,” they yell, “You OK man? What you
think of that boat down there? Cool eh?”

(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)

I was so happy to see those FrenchCanadian divers, I instantly replied, “Yeah,
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Newboro Celebrates its Past
All photos by John Welsh
History lovers passing through Newboro will now
have another reason to visit the Drummond Street.
A project undertaken by Rideau Lakes Township
under the leadership of the Rideau Lakes Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC), two heritage
storyboards are now on site: Historic Newboro and
Newboro: An Historic Centre for Sport Fishing.
“The new storyboards have been installed at the
Newboro Cenotaph,” said photographer John
Welsh. “Looking good.”
The official public unveiling took place on a
glorious fall afternoon on Oct. 6. Next time you’re in
town shopping, dinning, or simply waiting on the
locks, scratch your history itch and pop by the
Cenotaph and read the stories and check out the
great historic photos for yourself. Afterall, you’re in
the heart of the Rideau, why not take a moment to
celebrate that fact and the amazing people who
helped build this area?
“I’m pleased the Township of Rideau Lakes is
telling the story of our heritage by placing
storyboards in our villages,” Sue Warren, MHAC
chairperson, told area media. “These new
storyboards will ensure people of all ages can
continue to enjoy the story of our beautiful villages
for generations to come.”
improved by the Newboro Beautification
Committee, and the Newboro and Area
Community Enhancement Committee.

The two new storyboards are also located beside
the Ontario Heritage Plaque commemorating the
village’s pioneers. The park is maintained and
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Lake St. Peter Property Owners and
Hastings Highlands Interlake volunteers
Tom (L) and Craig (R) distribute the
Lake Protection Workbook and other
stewardship materials to community
members.

Lake Links Goes Platinum
stewardship resources, and networks to see how
much of an impact they can actually have.

Recap of 20th Annual
Workshop Designed to
Ensure Local
Freshwater Health

This year’s workshop focused on taking the
challenge of connecting our values to our actions
in order to protect our lakes and rivers.
Individuals representing diverse stakeholders
attended the 2.5-hour session including those
from municipalities, academia, lake and river
associations, conservation authorities,
government, and non-profit organizations.

By Monica Seidel
We all value our lakes and rivers, but taking steps
to protect and enhance freshwater health can be
overwhelming.
How can we ensure these beautiful areas are
protected for future generations of people and
wildlife? The annual Lake Links workshop helped to
equip over 80 live attendees with new research,

The morning started with a celebration of the
20th anniversary of Lake Links. The success of this
collaborative workshop can be attributed to its
strong community roots; from the attendance of
multiple stakeholders each year, to the various
partners across the environmental sector who
make up the Lake Links Planning Committee. In

Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you always tip the pizza driver, why not do the same for the local scribe?
Reader donations help ensure we can continue publishing.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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Melissa Dakers, a representative from the Lake Links Planning Committee,
welcomes everyone to the 20th annual Lake Links workshop.

Continued: Connect Values & Actions
2021, this Committee included
members from Cataraqui
Conservation, Friends of the Tay
Watershed, Lake Networking Group,
Mississippi Valley Conservation
Authority, Rideau Valley
Conservation Authority, and
Watersheds Canada.
Keynote speaker Dr. Nathan
Young, Professor of Sociology at the
University of Ottawa, provided a
practical perspective on what the
research is telling us about
connecting values and actions for
conservation goals. Specifically, how
can we promote the development of
pro-environmental values and how
do we try and connect those values
into meaningful action for our
conservation goals? Often there is a
disconnect between our values and
our actions in the real world. Dr.
Young provided concrete steps
waterfront groups and individuals
can take to ensure they protect their

local freshwater. Specifically, he
showed the importance of
connecting people’s specific
concerns with larger
environmental issues, and that
youth and younger adults must
be engaged and involved with
local waterfront and nature
groups.
Janet Brown from the Dog
and Cranberry Lakes Association
next presented a case study on
how best to facilitate lake
association community
engagement, particularly by
partnering with academic
institutions. She highlighted how
important it is for waterfront
residents to share their own
stories, such as adventures on
the lake, in order to increase the
efficacy of a lake association’s
operations. Connecting
members to each other and
meeting more frequently
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through online and in-person
events gives individuals more
ties to their community and
increases their interest in taking
local action. Her takeaway was
that research can be an amazing
guide for lake and river groups
to get people involved,
participating, and excited for
caring for their freshwater, their
property, and their community.
Another case study, this time
of Lake Simcoe from Brian Ginn,
Limnologist at Lake Simcoe
Region Conservation Authority
(LRSCA) and Certified Lake
Manager (NALMS), illustrated
how cumulative impacts on and
near the shore can impact a
lake. Lake Simcoe represents
20% of the entire watershed
with over half a million
permanent residents living
within the watershed. The
LRSCA is studying what exactly is

Janet Brown from the Dog and Cranberry Lakes Association was one of the dynamic guest
speakers during Lake Links 2021.

Continued: Studying Lake Simcoe
happening in Lake Simcoe –
specifically why the lake is
experiencing increased loads in
phosphorous but remaining the
same. Staff at LRSCA are looking at
the impacts of climate change and
invasive species to see if they can
explain the unique situation on their
lake. With increased intense summer
storms, winter rains, and warmer
water temperatures, it is easier for
invasive species like zebra mussels
and quagga mussels to thrive, and
for aquatic plants to increase in the
area. In particular, plants have
increased almost five-fold in a 10year period (2008 to 2018), with
67% of total plants in the lake being
the invasive starry stonewort.
What then can individuals do to
protect their freshwater health and
prevent the spread of invasive
species? Ginn outlined some key
steps we can all take, including:
✓ Properly maintaining your
septic system;

✓ Gardening with compost or
phosphorous-free fertilizer;
✓ Creating a plant buffer zone
along your shoreline using
native plants;
✓ Respecting no wake zones;
✓ Not dumping your bait and
always buying local bait; and
✓ “Clean, drain, and dry” your
boat when trailering
between waterbodies.
To finish off Lake Links and
celebrate the two-year
anniversary of the Lake
Protection Workbook, Holly
Evans from Cataraqui
Conservation shared ways that
people have taken action to
protect their lake health. Using
the Lake Links Planning
Committee’s Lake Protection
Workbook, waterfront property
owners and nature groups are
able to assess multiple factors on
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a shoreline property to see how
they may be impacting lake
health. The Workbook also
provides resources and
background information to show
you how to improve water
quality, create more and better
wildlife habitat, reduce erosion
and invasive species, and how to
spend less time maintaining
your property… because natural
is beautiful! The Workbook is
available for free download:
https://watersheds.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/LakeProtection-Workbook.pdf
Sometimes taking action is to
undo a past action. When we
learn about the impacts of past
actions, we can make better
future decisions. For example, a
retaining wall can be removed
and replaced with a vegetated
buffer to allow for wildlife to use
the land-water interface.
Allowing an area of your
property to become a “no-mow”

Continued: Cumulative Benefits
zone is another effective
way to spend less time
manicuring your property
while also providing critical
habitat for frogs, butterflies,
bees, and shorebirds. As the
years go on, you will notice
your shoreline becoming
more and more beautiful; all
you have to do is be patient
and wait for nature to do its
thing.
Cumulative benefits can
happen on a lake or river
thanks to small actions
taken by shoreline property
owners.
Some animals will spend
their entire lifetimes on a
shoreline property so
creating habitat features for
them like a brush pile or
replacing a light bulb to
prevent confusion during
nesting, can make a lifechanging difference for
them.

Did you miss Lake Links? No
Next year’s Lake Links will take place on
problem! All of the presentation
Saturday, October 22, 2022 – we look
recordings and resources mentioned forward to seeing you all there!
during Lake Links 2021 are now
available for free on the Lake Links
Monica Seidel is Communications &
webpage: https://watersheds.ca/lake- Fundraising Coordinator for Watersheds
links-2021.
Canada, seidel@watersheds.ca.

Raise Money for your Group,
Cause or Favourite Critter

Our Lakes now
reaches 40,000+
people monthly

It’s all about referrals…
If you bring Our Lakes together with someone you know
who buys an ad worth at least $500, we’ll give $100 to your
specified fundraising campaign. Or, we’ll create and run a free
ad promoting your subject for the next 12 issues.*
Here’s your chance to send a few emails and play Santa for
your favourite volunteer-based, not-for-profits or even
individual species you feel make Our Lakes extra special.
Email your contact and CC me, John Curran, at
advertising@ourlakes.ca and put “Our Lakes introduction” in
the subject line when you do or else we’ll have no way of
verifying your assistance.
* Our Lakes reserves the right to decline ads based on their content.
Some conditions apply, call 613-331-4444 for info.
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How to Make Chipotle Peppers
Chipotle peppers are just
ripened jalapeno chiles that
have been smoked and dried.
If you don’t have plants of
your own, grab about 20 fresh
peppers and allow them to turn
red. Wash and dry them and
remove the stems if you prefer.
Lay them out on a rack that will
fit inside your smoker and set it
for 200F.

For the wood chips or
pellets, pecan is the
traditional Mexican wood.
Smoke for three hours.
Dry these completely
using a dehydrator or 10
hours in an oven set at 200F.
Store in an airtight container
or grind the peppers first to
make your own chipotle
powder for seasoning.

To access a larger, browser-based version of this graphic, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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Image courtesy Trevor Connell Photography
Not including early Indigenous populations, life came to Bedford Mills and Buttermilk Falls in 1830.

Bedford Mills Roots
The Earliest Records
of an Average
Loyalist Family
Editor’s note: Most of the stories written
about picturesque Bedford Mills revolve
around the Tett family and their ventures,
and while they certainly played a huge
part in the life William John Wyatt, this is
not their story. This is the story of an
everyday Loyalist family making its way in
rural Upper Canada. It is a story,
unfortunately, so many families have lost
their connection to nowadays. Our Lakes is
proud to present this four-part series
painstakingly researched and written by
Manitoba’s David A. Wyatt, a direct
descendent of William.
Story by David A. Wyatt
On Sunday, the first day of June 1845,
in remote North Crosby Township of
Leeds County in eastern Ontario, in the
presence of witnesses Thomas McKay and

William Johnston, Wesleyan Methodist
minister Daniel Benney married “William Wyant” and
Jane Whitmarsh. This is the oldest record yet found for
our Wyatt family.
Jane was the 20-year-old daughter and likely eldest
child of North Crosby residents John and Elizabeth
Whitmarsh. John was probably born in New York state
between 1786 and 1789, but by Jane’s birth about 1825
he was married to Scotland-born Elizabeth and living in
what is now Ontario. According to assessment rolls, the
Whitmarshes settled in North Crosby in 1843.
William’s origins, on the other hand, are nearly a
complete mystery. At the time of his marriage to Jane he
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Bedford Mills before 1900. Of all the buildings in this photo, only the grist mill (on the right at
the water's edge) still stands. Photo from the Westport Museum

Continued: Fought in Rebellion
was about 21 years old, and by
most accounts he was born
somewhere in Ontario. A few
shadows of his early life have
been found.
In his later years it was
published that he was a
veteran of the loyalist
(government) side in the
Upper Canada Rebellion of
1837-38, when he must have
been not more than 14 or 15
years old.
In 1891 census takers asked
people where their parents
were born and for William the
answer was “Ontario” for both.
He and Jane are not
identifiable in North Crosby
census or assessment rolls
until 1847, suggesting they
lived elsewhere for the first
couple of years of their
married life.
In the early years William
sometimes worked as a

lumberjack for North Crosby’s
principal business, the Tett
family’s sawmills. One form this
often took was called “shanty”
work. Men set out after freezeup to a wooded location
somewhere along the extensive
lakes and waterways in the
district to fell trees and trim
them into logs.
After weeks or months of
outdoor work in the dead of
winter, living in temporary
shanty cabins (hence the name
for the occupation), spring thaw
came and it was time to float
the winter’s work down to the
sawmill. Some shanty men
worked alone in the bush.
Others took their whole families
with them. The census taker in
North Crosby in the winter of
1851-52 complained to his
superiors that accurate
information was difficult to get,
with so many of the district’s
residents away for the winter.
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The Wyatt and Whitmarsh
families were close, and
William engaged in this work
with partner John Whitmarsh
(more likely his 18-year-old
brother-in-law than his 59 to
64-year-old father-in-law).
On July 31st of 1848 the two
men brought 58 white pine
logs totalling 2,452 feet
(747 m) into the Tett mill at
Bedford Mills, earning them
£18, 7 shillings and 9 pence
($73.55).
William and John were
close. William witnessed his
brother-in-law’s marriage to
Rachael Waffle at Perth in
September of 1852.
At other times William
worked in the sawmill, farmed,
and did carpentry. A list of Tett
employees from 1853 lists a
“W. Wyatt” as a mill worker,
and an “E. Wyatt” as a
“shanty.” It isn’t known who

Continued: Close with Brother-in-Law
“E. Wyatt” was, and no such
person appears in the census
in 1851-52 or in 1861.
Perhaps William had a
brother. In later years
William’s occupation was
almost always described as a
farmer or a carpenter, and
it’s almost certain he did
both simultaneously. The
family farm, such as it was,
most often amounted to less
than 50 acres, not all of it
cultivated. On at least one
occasion William was
described as a “joiner,” a
carpenter who crafted wood
into furniture or other
finished products.

Image courtesy Trevor Connell Photography

Jane too made a
Quaint Bedford Mills today on a random chamber of commerce day.
contribution to the family
The general stores at Newboro and Bedford Mills
income. She bought industrious quantities of cloth
were owned by the Tetts and their sawmill and
and thread from the Tett’s general store at
Newboro. While there is no record of exactly what credit accounts functioned like the community
bank. Earnings at the sawmill could be credited
she did with all that cloth, it seems a logical
conclusion that at least a few of the district’s men against the account, purchases debited against it,
and women must have worn Wyatt brand shirts or and even payments to third parties made through
it. On March 9, 1848, William’s running tab at Tett’s
dresses.
general store was used to pay Dr. Bresee fifteen
The Tett merchant records paint an interesting shillings ($3.00).
picture of what a young family in the wilds of
During the time of William and Jane’s marriage,
eastern Ontario had to buy in the 1840s. It was
the Wyatts lived beside the Whitmarshes on lot six
typical of the time for most families to be largely
in the 10th concession of North Crosby Township, a
self-sufficient, raising livestock and growing food
couple of miles north of the tiny community of
to feed themselves, but there were always a few
Bedford Mills. When William was born in about
products which could only be bought.
1824 neither Newboro nor Bedford Mills existed,
Most frequently they bought tea, tobacco,
and the population of all of North Crosby Township
saleratus (a leavening agent for baking), and
was but a few dozen. This makes it quite unlikely
several kinds of cloth (including silk on one
William was born there.
occasion) but other, less frequent purchases
Settlement came to North Crosby in 1826 when
included a wide range of goods: chalk lines, gloves,
spools, buttons, nails, thimbles, cups and saucers, construction began on the Rideau Canal between
Kingston and Ottawa. Newboro marks the highest
plates, raisins, pepper, shoes, sugar, marrow fat
peas, soap, pipes, beans, flour, rope, paper pins, a point of land on the waterway, and the location of
the locks and canal connecting the Ottawa River
pail, scissors, wood combs, tacks and tar. A black
teapot was bought for a shilling and six pence (30 and Lake Ontario watersheds. Newboro was the
township’s principal town for many years, until
cents) on March 17, 1848.
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Continued: By 1854, Jane Passed Away
eclipsed by Westport at the end of the 19th
Century. Bedford Mills began in about 1830 when
Benjamin Tett, drawn to North Crosby by the
construction of the Rideau Canal at Newboro, saw
opportunity in the region’s seemingly unlimited
forests, the waterpower of Buttermilk Falls, and
the access to markets afforded by the new canal.
He and his partners, the Chaffey brothers, built a
sawmill at the base of the falls on the shore of
Loon Lake and the edge of the Rideau. This location
was in Bedford Township, Frontenac County, a few
hundred yards west of the North Crosby boundary,
and acquired the name Bedford Mills when a post
office was built in 1835.
The community that grew up around the
sawmill, grist mill, boarding house, and general
store (all Tett businesses) was never very large. At
its peak approximately 300 people lived in the
village itself and the nearby area, like the Wyatts,
who settled nearby in the rocky, wooded
countryside.

The community went into decline shortly after
1900 and today the grist mill, now a private home;
St. Stephen’s Anglican church, built in 1907; and Tett
House, another private home, are what remain of
the past. The surrounding district is popular cottage
country nowadays. It’s quite likely that on a summer
Saturday night more people “live” at Bedford Mills
today than ever did when it was a thriving village.
William and Jane produced a family of three
daughters, Mary Elizabeth (sometimes “May”
sometimes “Libby”) was born about 1846, Sarah
Demira “Dee” in 1848, and Adeline about 1851,
before Jane’s untimely death sometime between
1852 and 1854. The 1848 census also records a death
in the family in the preceding 12 months, perhaps
the loss of a fourth child. No direct record of Jane’s
death has yet been discovered, but William’s
daughter Clarinda, born in 1856, was the daughter of
his second wife Ann Taylor.
Next month Our Lakes will explore William John
Wyatt’s second act, his marriage to Ann Taylor.
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How to Eat Fried Worms
Picking Suburban Nightcrawlers &
Other Tips for Young Anglers

Editor’s Note: No this story isn’t
really about eating worms, but if
you’ve never had the pleasure of
reading Thomas Rockwell’s
youthful classic How to Eat Fried
Worms, consider picking it up on
Amazon for yourself or for a
young reader to experience.
This story is actually about
using worms to learn how to
catch almost any type of fish
swimming in Our Lakes.
PARENTAL ADVISORY:
Worms are a gateway drug.
Once your child falls in love with
worm fishing don’t be surprised
if they start wanting to go
outside more rather than online.

about the food chain and gets
Before too long, and with only them interested in how
biodiversity works in nature.
the slightest encouragement,
you’ll likely observe that tiny
One of the easiest ways to catch
spark growing into a heightened
big,
fat worms in the suburbs is to
sense of self-reliance, increased
wait
for a rainy period in the
confidence, keen appreciation of
weather. Then go out hunting,
life’s simpler pleasures, and a
after dark is usually best, so bring a
healthy respect for nature.
flashlight and a margarine tub with
Worms also no age limit, they
a little moist soil or moss in it to
work just as well whether you
carry your crawlers. Walk the
are five or 95.
sidewalks and paved driveways
Especially if your family has a with your light shining on the wet
cottage and you have
ground and you’ll likely find
youngsters spending time in the enough worms to even be choosey
city during the week and at the
about it and only take the bigger
lake on weekends, worm fishing ones. Tuck ’em in the fridge with
is a hobby that can follow you
the lid on (after adding a few air
home on Sunday night. Worms
holes) until you’re ready to fish on
are everywhere and rather than the weekend.
buying them, children love
If you live in the country and
learning to pick their own
don’t have grass-adjacent
nightcrawlers and transforming
sidewalks or pavement around,
those worms into fish on the
you likely have a big garden or two.
supper table. It teaches them
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Continued: Get Your Hands Dirty
to get the hook all the way through the worm
piercing the skin of the worm as little as
possible except at each end. Make sure the
barb of your hook peeks out the end of the
worm or else the fish will be able to pull your
bait off your hook, like rippin’ off your socks
at the end of a long day.

With parental permission, use a shovel to
turnover a few loads of topsoil and you’ll find
enough worms to get out fishing pretty quickly. If
you’re camping look under rocks and rotting logs.

To make this easier, each time when you are done
fishing, consider putting your unused bait back in the
garden to grow and reproduce while you don’t need
When you are done it should look like a Jit. Worms do great work in the soil while there,
helping our veggies grow by adding needed nutrients shaped worm dangling at the end of your line.
You can buy bait hooks specifically designed
and aerating the dirt.
for this. They feature a couple of extra barbs
Once you’re out fishing, there remains the messy
near the top of the shank which help keep
job of getting your bait on your hook. Rigging a
your worm from being stollen.
worm on the water isn’t hard but there’s no real way
If you are fishing for trout, walleye or
to do it without getting your hands at least a little
catfish, you’ll want to make more of a balldirty. For anyone squeamish about touching worm
poop, which generally gets on your hands during the shaped presentation by looping the worm
process, remember that worms eat dirt, so their dirt and repeatedly, poking the hook all the way
through from side to side, again and again.
is really just soil with a little more nutrients and
moisture than what’s in your garden.
The heightened senses of these fish species
There is no shame in carrying a little golf towel or
rally towel like they used to give out free to fans at
big sporting events or concerts pre-2020 – fishing
clothes are expensive and worm poop can stain.
Panfish like perch, crappie and sunfish tend to
nibble if given the chance. If your worm isn’t
securely on your hook it can easily be stollen. Try
threading the point of your hook through the worm
like it is a flexible drinking straw. Your goal should be
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make it more important to hide the shape
and feel of the hook – even the smell and
taste of the metal – as much as possible.
One of the issues people often run into
when they are fishing for anything with
worms is that all they catch are sunfish.
While that can be fun in itself, there are
many, more sought-after species in Our Lakes
that can also be caught if you can get around

Continued: Let Your Worm Sink to Bottom
the sunnies. Usually in a deeper spot, you’ll find fish
of all species will hang out at different depths with
catfish, trout, walleye and perch generally near the
bottom; bass, pike and crappie range through the
water column depending on conditions, while
sunfish and baitfish stick at or near the surface. So if
you are catching lots of sunfish, find a way to get
your bait below those clouds of hungry wormgobblers and you’ll likely be happy with the result.
Rather than adding lead sinkers – these are toxic
and can be hazardous to people, animals and even
the lake itself – simply cast well beyond where the
fish are biting. Then let the weight of your worm
carry itself to bottom (add a little extra worm if you
need to speed things up). Once it stops sinking,
slowly hop and crawl it back to the boat along
bottom under the area where you were catching
sunfish. Do that a few times in six to 12 feet of
water and you’ll usually find something else was
hungrily hanging out under those sunfish.
If all of this sounds great, but you really don’t
want to pick your own worms in the rain, relax –
you can still get them for free. If your child goes into
Fisherman’s Hardware and Auto in Seeley’s Bay
with you the next time you are shopping, they will
get a free container of worms and maybe even a
few other goodies through their Fishing for Kids
program. With all these free and easy ways to get
your child out fishing, what are you waiting for?
Grab your gear and start making the kind of
memories that will last a lifetime. And enjoy the
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simple pleasure of eating a fish caught on a worm
you pick yourself right off your driveway. If you think
about it, the fish eats the worm, we catch the fish,
then fry and eat it; by the transitive property, didn’t
we just eat fried worms, too? Hmm, maybe that
headline at the start of this story wasn’t so far off
after all.

Penny Forster, the Beckwitch, shows off a super-sized horseradish root (All photos supplied).

An Introduction to Foraging Food & Fun
with Penny Foster, aka The Beckwitch
We had the biggest garden on our dirt road
and I remember drinking out of the hose and
snacking on our garden veggies with the
neighborhood kids after hours of outdoor play.
We ate tomatoes like apples and had the
cankers to prove it. And as summers turned to
By Penny Foster
fall, I remember helping my mom carry up the
My love of gardening came early to me, growing
boxes of mason jars from the basement and
up my family had large food and flower gardens that washing each jar before laying them on the
were carefully planned by my father each year.
table to dry. The next day my dad would bring
Editor’s Note: From the family homestead in
Beckwith, to the cottage on Buck Lake, Penny Foster
is constantly searching for new things to eat and
new ways to eat them. This is the story, in her own
words, of how she became The Beckwitch.
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Continued: Fall’s Vinegar Smells
veggies in by the wheelbarrow and my mom filled case
after case of mason jars with crunchy pickles,
puckering beets, relishes, jams, jellies and much to my
disappointment green tomato “minced meat,” too.
For at least a week straight the house smelled like
vinegar, our sinuses were clear and it seemed as
though the kitchen was never tidy. Each ping of a
mason jar was celebrated and you could bet that if
every jar sealed, it would be talked about at the next
social circle. The porch would be filled with hot jars
and after they cooled off, my dad would make the
many trips down the stairs to stack them in the
basement.
I was fortunate to have a lifetime bonded in nature.
We lived on a rural property with a yard big enough
for a giant garden and still room for a full baseball
game with the gang. My fate in wild crafted products
was sealed the day my father pulled a weed out of our
lawn and told me to try it, we sat in the grass and
sucked its sweetness. The forest was right across the

Buena Mulata heirloom hot peppers.
Ornamental and delicious, packing up to
20 times the heat of a jalapeno.

street from my childhood home. Family vacations
were spent camping the interior of Algonquin
Park at our favorite campsite near Annie’s Bay on
Opeongo Lake, drinking the spring water in the
creek behind our camp site, fishing and
swimming the days away. On those camping trips
my dad would tell us if we didn’t fish, we didn’t
get to eat. I decided I didn’t want to find out if he
was serious or not, so I fished and fished and
fished. When I wasn’t fishing I looked for pretty
rocks, bark, grasses and leaves, and did that
witchcraft stuff that many little girls do making
forest floor pies, stews and potions.
When I finally grew to an adult, I planted food
and flower gardens of my own though I quickly
got bored of the usual green beans, red tomatoes
and brown potatoes. While I gardened all
summer, I read all winter and the library gave me
access to information about food and growing
food that fascinated me. I began to learn about
permaculture which draws inspiration from
nature and includes sustainable ways of living. I
started to experiment and created a bucket list
which is still pages long. I studied seed saving and
germination, beekeeping, traditional ways of
preserving foods, foraging, tanning, hunting,
sewing, wild crafting, hügelkultur, fermenting and
more. If it could be pickled, infused, fermented or
jellied – it went into a jar. I too celebrated each
ping and posted it on social media for all to see.
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Home sweet home. We love where we live and everything that grows in this
area – on it’s own or with our assistance.

Continued: So Many Overlooked Plants

summer activity is to search for the elusive giant
puffball and puffball fairy rings. Our home gardens
started to take a turn and I began focusing on
Ontario native plants and started designing our own
food forest at home with hügelkultur methods.

Winters are long and my thirst for knowledge
continued. If it grew, I wanted to know if I could eat
it. There are so many plants and parts of plants that
are overlooked. For instance stalks of broccoli are
commonly discarded, edible leaves of garden plants
are composted rather than eaten along with the
fruit, edible flowers wilt and die or are deadheaded
and forgotten, grass is a common preference and
food in lawns is often referred to as weeds and
destroyed... I didn’t just stop to smell the flowers, I
began to eat them. Our palettes expanded and we
began to eat more and more weeds, too.

In 2014 we gave away our preserves as wedding
favours and in the months that followed our special
day, many reached out for more and were
disappointed to discover we didn’t sell them. So we
did! The Beckwitch (from Beckwith) was born and
soon we were certified in food safety, had space in a
commercial kitchen and began to produce our
preserves for sale through local markets, special
events and we ship across Canada as well. You won’t
find any strawberry jam in our product line, we
specialize in unusual and heirloom preserves,
gourmet hot sauces, yogurt soaps, wild crafting and
if you have a pickle problem, we can solve it. We are
well known for garlic, as well as lilac and dandelion
low sugar preserves. But we are best known for our

Fast forward to 2013, we moved into our forever
home near the family dairy farm in Beckwith and had
endless forests to explore. We’d often load up our
five kids on the family ATV and head to the forest for
a free family adventure. In the spring we’d look for
maple blossoms, fiddleheads, wild ramps and trout
lilies before moving on to cat tails, wild garlic,
dandelion, lilac and day lilies. Our favourite late
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Continued: Fawkin’ Good Sauce
Holy Fawk Hot Sauce which has some of the hottest
peppers in the world that we grow ourselves right
here on our homestead.
We’d haul our hot pink farmers’ tent and my hat
around from event to event and quickly became
known as the neighborhood witch. Soon I started to
receive requests for workshops and presentations in
schools as well as community groups. I
especially enjoyed working with
children and with the help of a few
farming friends, began workshops for
school, community and scouting
groups. I was surprised to learn that
many children did not know where
their food came from, how it grew, or
what a ripe vegetable or fruit should
look like. I showed them pictures of
corn that looked like glass gems; white,
black, green and orange tomatoes;
purple ‘magic’ bush beans that turn
green when they are cooked and the
children were delighted! Food is a
universal language; it has history and
can tell stories that connect us all. Food is fascinating
and also often overlooked, and if you look closely
there is food everywhere.
The pandemic has halted most of our markets and
since then we have taken a special interest in foraging
for fungi, we hunt for mushrooms because we have no
morels. Fungi goes back to the beginning of time, is
resilient and has unique characteristics. Fungi is
essential to the planet and allows trees to talk to each
other through the “Wood Wide Web” and modern
medicine is dependent on fungi. Foraging is a lifestyle,
provides exercise, fresh air, is an adventure and it’s a
great way to disconnect from the modern world. It’s
also fun, exciting, fulfilling and can be done alone, with
a partner or in groups.
Foraging has also increased in popularity, please
forage sustainably and with permission. Sustainable
foraging practices include not overharvesting but
rather harvesting in moderation, leaving vegetation
you will not harvest undisturbed and only harvesting
what you will use. Please forage safely and ensure that
you can positively identify through several means and
avoid harvesting plants from areas where pollutants
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One of our favourite fall activities as a family
is hunting giant puffballs and other fungi.

and contaminants are present such as industrial
areas and roadsides.
Be sure you know what you are harvesting and
only eat plants you positively identify as edible.
Know the risk of contamination from pollution is
low. Consult field guides, attend webinars,
workshops and classes offered in your community
and consult expert sources to assist in your
foraging education. Follow local forager social
media accounts. If you still need more reasons to
forage: It is free, you get the rewards of gardening
without all the work, it’s a gateway to food
diversity, it’s a foodie’s delight, and allows for
creativity in meals.
So if my story has
“And into the forest
I go, to lose my mind
inspired you to got out
and find my soul.”
and hunt the woods
– John Muir
for wild edibles, fall is
a fabulous time to
look for mushrooms. Take notice of the trees and
forest floor around the mushrooms, take pictures
of both the top and underside of the mushroom
cap and also the stem. Spore prints can also help
with identification. Take a pocket mirror with you
or use your camera on your phone to look at the
underside of mushroom caps. Fallen and decaying
wood is a wonderful habitat for mushrooms and
mushrooms tend to be particularly abundant after
a rain. Lastly, I will leave you with this friendly
mushroom advice: Be down to earth, keep a low
profile, know when to show up and start from the
ground up.
If you’re looking for a wide variety of natural,
hand made products, visit the Beckwitch online.
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Photo courtesy of Damen Shipyards

The Amherst Islander II and the Wolfe Islander IV are expected to go in service in 2022.

Fully Electric Ferries
Arrive for Our Islands
Zero-emission
Wolfe Islander IV &
Amherst Islander II
to Winter in Picton
The new 72-metre Amherst Islander II and the
99-metre Wolfe Islander IV ferries have
successfully arrived at the Picton Terminals where
they await service in 2022.
The vessels recently sailed from the shipbuilder
Damen Shipyards Galati to Constanta, for onwards
transportation to Canada onboard a heavy-lift
semi-submersible transport vessel.
“After months of construction to assemble
these fully electric vessels, the Amherst Islander II
& Wolfe Islander IV have started their voyage to
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Frontenac II making a crossing in
the mist. Photo courtesy of Loyalist
Township/Brian Little photographer

Ontario,” tweeted Caroline Mulroney,
Ontario’s Minister of Transportation, when
the ships arrived in Canada. “We’re excited to
for these vessels to arrive [in service] so that
we can welcome Ontarians aboard!”

Continued: Designed & Built by Damen
Frontenac II
Ferry Fares
Fares are payable at
the time of crossing (from
the mainland to the
island) by cash or
electronic payment, the
later being preferred.
Books of bulk tickets may
be purchased on the
ferry. Bulk ticket price is
$100 for 25 round-trip
tickets.

Both ships were designed inhouse by Damen. Their full-electric
propulsion systems will reduce CO2
emissions by about 7 million kg per
year. The vessels will operate solely
on Lake Ontario – Amherst Islander
II will replace the 33-car capacity

Single trip fares:
Car, truck (under 1 ton),
van, farm tractor or small
school bus – $10
RV or car with trailer,
large vehicles requiring up
to two vehicle spaces, or
large school bus – $20
Large vehicles and trailers
or equipment requiring
more than two vehicle
spaces – $10 per space
used
Motorcycle – $2
(collection of the fare is
currently suspended)
Bicycle – $1.50 (collection
of the fare is currently
suspended)
Note: An administration
charge of $20 is added to
the price for any motorist
with insufficient funds to
pay their fare at the time
of travel. The fee covers
the costs incurred to
prepare and send an
invoice.
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Frontenac II as the primary carrier at
the Millhaven Ferry Dock-Amherst
Island route. Wolfe Islander IV will
eventually assume the torch from its
predecessor, the 55-car Wolfe
Islander III on the Kingston-Wolfe
Island service.

Heavy load carrier Super Servant 4 arrived in Quebec City last month from Icdas, Turkey, carrying
the Amherst Islander II and the Wolfe Islander IV ferries. Photo by Damen

Continued: $197M in Docking Upgrades
The new 399-passenger, 75-vehicle Wolfe
Islander IV is to join the existing ferry on the route
between Kingston and Marysville. The provincial
government is spending $145 million to rebuild
and expand terminals.

https://www.houseofangelis.ca/

It is estimated that ferries transport about
900,000 passengers and 400,000 vehicles
between Wolfe Island and Kingston each year.
The new 294-passenger, 55-vehicle Amherst
Islander II is to join the Frontenac II on the route
between Millhaven and Stella. There terminals
are being rebuilt at a cost of $52 million.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.
Dressing you top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65 Brock Street
info@houseofangelis.ca

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
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Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Continued: Training to Happen this Winter
While the free Wolfe
Island service is owned
and operated by the
MTO, the year-round
ferry connection to
Amherst Island is
operated by Loyalist
Township for MTO and
there is a cost to cross
that varies by vehicle
size.

The new 75-vehicle Wolfe Islander IV. Photo by Damen

During their stay at
the Picton Terminals,
the two new ferries will
make their way out
onto the water for crew
training before being
brought into service in
Kingston in 2022.

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
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My Experiences with FIRST
By Oliver L.
Have you ever had a moment where you looked
back at something you’ve done and thought, there is
no way I could have imagined I would be doing this
right now?
I’ve had a lot of those moments over the past five
years while participating in FIRST Robotics. For
example, I didn’t know that joining a middle school
robotics team would lead to meeting with an
intellectual property lawyer about potentially
patenting a device for helping blind competitive
swimmers, but that’s what happened.
There are so many stories I could tell, but I feel I
should start by telling you about FIRST Robotics, one
of the coolest organizations I have ever been a part
of. For the Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology, or FIRST for short, is a not-for-profit
organization founded by an MIT Professor, the late
Woodie Flowers. It is exactly what it sounds like, in
that its goal is promoting Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) education to students
worldwide. The organization runs robotics
competitions at various age levels, all the way from
Kindergarten to Grade 12, and emphasizes problem
solving, team building, sportsmanship, robotics, and
STEM education.
I was initially introduced to FIRST through my
elementary school friend, a frequent participant in
FIRST’s LEGO robotics competition, who asked me if I
wanted to join his LEGO robotics team. I had always
loved LEGO, and I had a love of engineering, so I
decided to try it out. I absolutely loved it and stayed
on the team as long as I could before having to leave
because I was too old to compete. I immediately
joined the next level of robotics competition in FIRST.
At this level, teams build 125-pound metal robots
that are tasked with playing various games.

Our team worked on a research project
competition, where we made a device that
helped guide blind swimmers through pools
using SONAR. This is how we ended up meeting
with a patent lawyer, after we realized how
compelling the solution was. There are so many
other interesting experiences FIRST led me to,
like learning how to weld, or staying up until 4
a.m. working on a STEMathon and then sleeping
on the practice field floor in our workshop. Even
the opportunity to write this article was made
available to me through my FIRST team.
Through all of these experiences and more, I
have learned so much about business,
leadership, machining, programming, and
teamwork. I feel so grateful to both FIRST as an
organization and the people like my coaches and
mentors who helped me through it all. I hope
that everyone gets the opportunity to be a part
of an organization that opens as many doors as
FIRST does, and that when they do they can
appreciate it for all that it is.
You can learn more about
The Machine Mavericks on their website.
There are local teams around Our Lakes
geared to kids from four to 18 years old.
To arrange a tour for yourself and your
children, email frozenturtle@gmail.com.

Robots are expensive, so we needed to fundraise.
Through bake sales, fundraisers, and reaching out to
sponsors, I discovered so much about business that I
had never expected. As a member of the team I had
the opportunity to help grow and mentor a new
LEGO robotics team, like the one I had been on.
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Fishing Loughborough
Many years ago I would proceed up
Loughborough Lake with my wire-line and
equipment to fish lake trout.
My little six-horse Johnson would purralong for hours and I would usually have
some luck catching a trout or two. We were
allowed FIVE back then. Some of the days
would be extremely warm and I would have
to truck along lots of water to slake my
thirst.
Of course what went in had to come
out… I never ever felt good about standing
up in my boat and peeing over the side, so I
hit upon another solution.
Take a half-dozen oranges and eat them
– that would quench my thirst and not
provide a lot of water for my body to eject
in the middle of the lake.
This idea worked wonderfully well and I
probably threw hundreds of peelings over
the side back in those unenlightened days.
It worked well but, I soon realised that after
my snacks, I wasn't catching any trout.
Seems that the strong smell of the
orange rind and juice was turning the fish
off.
I soon resorted to stealing one of my
wife's Javex bottles and made myself a peecan for discretely going in the boat. I went
back to drinking water and catching more
fish.
Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake
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I Fought Goliath and Won!
By Sandy Lee
In September 2020, the
Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA) surprised me with a
$31,000 tax bill for the 2011
tax year. Retired and living
primarily on savings, it was a
nasty shock.
First, I tried to ignore it,
hoping it was a mistake. Then
I tried to figure out a way to
pay it out. It’s no use fighting
CRA. They always win, don’t
they?
Then I got another bill for
almost $30,000 a few days
later, then another for
$25,000. When CRA finds an
error in one tax year, it
applies to many years.
By January of 2021, the bill
was over $102,000.00 with
interest and penalties. I had
no choice but to fight.
I had asked for permission
to over-contribute to an RRSP
for $3,000 in the 2018 tax
year. While reviewing that
small request, CRA found an
RRSP bank slip issued in error
and decided that a transfer
between two RRSP accounts
when I retired from public
service in 2011 was a cash
transfer, so all these tax bills,
eight years later.
My case is very much like
this story I saw on Global
News the other day, except it
involves my own RRSP
accounts versus a spouse’s.
Letters from the collections
office started landing in my
mailbox. No use calling them;
their job is to collect money,

not to correct errors. I had to fix
them myself.
Being a hoarder, I had kept all
the original documents from the
2011 transaction. I got hold of the
bank officer who did the transfer.
He remembered it clearly as a
straight transfer but no longer
worked at the bank. He said the
bank slip should not have been
issued.
I got hold of the new bank
officer doing the old guy’s job. He
also agreed that it was a straight
transfer and that CRA should
cancel the bank slip, even though
his bank issued it. I got hold of the
manager of the originating RRSP
account, who also confirmed in
writing that it was a direct transfer
between two RRSP accounts (so
not taxable).
I put together all their
testimonies and relevant
documents showing details of that
highly complex tax year and filed a
Notice of Objection, per my
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accountant’s advice. The tax
lawyers reviewed it and thought I
would win, but there was no
guarantee.
All you can do is wait while your
stomach feels like it’s on fire each
time you think about it.
Two months later, I got a letter
that made no sense but to the
effect that the CRA reversed the
charges, every cent of it. And that
was that.
If you happened to have lost your
mind, gotten sick, had your
marriage fail or spent your life
savings fighting them and had gone
bankrupt, that is not their problem.
Every time I get angry about
having gone through the whole
process; I stop myself. I won. It
could have been much worse if I
had lost. So, I move on.
Sandy Lee is a lawyer,
former politician and has always
been a country girl at heart.

This ad has been donated by Acasta HeliFlight
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Golden Autumn Days
Oct. 26 – A couple of weeks back, I was in the woods with the
“bug lens” and flash, when I saw this tiny, delicate forest of fungi.
Thought the flash lit the scene in a cool way.
Sept. 24 – Six trumpeter swans did a ‘fly by’ (I only managed to
catch a pair in this frame). The same day, a red-tailed hawk was
cruising high over the marsh, and a northern harrier was hunting
low (in the shot, it had been cruising just over the grasses, then
put the brakes on).
Oct. 1 – Spotted this relaxed barred owl as I was heading out of
the woods this morning. He was sitting in a dark area of forest
canopy. Glad I had a monopod supporting the camera (had to
drop the shutter speed to 1/15 of a second).
Oct. 24 – One of a couple of shots of this old barn… just love
when the sunrise paints it gold.

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an almost daily
photographic peek into the nature & wildlife all around our area.
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Regional Pickleball Roundup
Today I had a lovely conversation with the owner
of the Arnprior facility, Doug Cavanagh and he was
excited to discuss some upcoming activities and
events:
Advanced Travellers' League in Arnprior
The Kenwood Athletic Club (78 Edward Street
South, Arnprior) is offering two "advanced"
pickleball leagues on Saturday (10 a.m.-12:55 p.m.)
this fall, allowing for leveled play. Players will be
coming from Ottawa, Brockville, and other cities, to
add variety and social elements of play.
League #1 – Skill 4.0 and above (maximum 15
regular players)
This league/bracket will have 5 dates between
now and Christmas with a cost of $60 to register:
•
•
•
•
•

Saturday, Nov. 13, Tournament
Spots still remain for the Saturday, Nov. 13,
tournaments at the Kenwood Athletic Club:

Saturday Oct 23
Saturday Nov 6
Saturday Nov 20
Saturday Dec 4
Saturday Dec 18

Mixed 4.0+: 9 a.m. start
Mixed 3.5: 1 p.m. start
The cost is $25/player plus HST. Gold, silver,
and bronze medals are awarded at each
tournament. Secure your team’s spot by email
to: dave_ottawa@live.ca

You can register as a "spare" player if it is sold
out or if you can't make it to all 5 Saturdays. The
goal for all 15 players in this league is to have a
minimum skill level 4.0 (e.g. have played at least
one tournament at the 4.0 level, Canadian
tournament standards); if you are not known
personally by the club, you may be asked where
you have played (and with who) locally to gauge
your skill level.

Congratulations to all the past weeks’ winners
in Quebec and Ontario, check out
pickleballbrackets.com for results and upcoming
events. Be sure to update your annual club
memberships to keep you current on activities
and your insurance on the court.

To enquire or register as a regular or spare
player, email: kenwoodathletic@live.com

Teaser: There is word on the street that there
may be a west-end Kingston facility opening up
in 2022, stay tuned for more details as they
become available.

League #2 – maximum 15 regular players
This league/bracket will have 3 dates between
now and Christmas with a cost of $36 to register:
•
•
•

Once league #1 sells out, all additional players
will be directed to league #2. It will start with
accommodating the 4.0+ players unable to
secure a spot in league #1; there will likely then
be space for 3.5 level players as well. If you are
not known personally, you may be asked for
local pickleball references to gauge that your
skill level is 3.5 or above, (Canadian tournament
standards).

See you on the courts. And, as always,
Paddles up!

Saturday Oct 30
Saturday Nov 27
Saturday Dec 11

Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor
in a fun group setting, and for great deals on pickleball equipment
visit David @ http://www.thirdshotdrop.ca
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For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor

Turtle Jeopardy
By Mabyn Armstrong

Male Midland Painted
Turtle. Photo by
Bill Kendall

Here are some fun and interesting facts about
turtles, rapid-fire, quiz show-style. How many did
you know?
Snapping turtles are the largest freshwater
species in Canada.
Turtles are the wetland ‘janitors’ keeping our
freshwater sources clean because of the
tremendous volume of bacteria producing
carrion and decaying vegetation they consume.

Midland Painted or simply ‘Painted’ turtles are
named because they look as though they have
been ‘painted’ with their beautiful green colour on
their head and limbs and their red trim.

Snapping turtles ‘snap’ for defensive reasons
as they are the only species in Ontario that are
not able to retract’ into their shells. Their bottom
shell, or plastron, is too small for them to be able
to retract into it.

Turtles do not have teeth but have a sharp beak
used for tearing and horny plates on their powerful
jaws to help them grip their food.

Snapping turtles can hold their breath for
more than 10 minutes!

Only the Blanding’s turtle and the Wood turtle
can eat outside of the water. All other species in
Ontario must use the water to swish the food
around in their mouths as they grind it up.

Female Snapping turtles can travel 8 km
looking for a suitable nesting place.
Snapping turtles will spend the entire winter
not taking a breath because their need for
oxygen drops with the temperature. BUT… it can
take oxygen from the water through its ‘cloaca’
or its ‘butt.’ So this process is aptly named ‘Butt
Breathing.’

Northern Map turtles or ‘Map’ turtles brute
(hibernate) by congregating in large groups. It is
not understood why they do that.
Map turtles are also nicknamed ‘Sawbacks’
because they have a distinctive ‘keel’ along the top
of their carapace that resembles the teeth of a
saw.

It is very difficult to determine the age of all
species of turtles because they do not have any
highly visible characteristics that can help to
define their age, not even their size.

The female Northern Map turtle grows to twice
the size of that of the male.
Map turtles are at an elevated risk for 'boat
impact injuries’ as they travel across the lake
waters.

Blanding’s turtles have ‘hinged’ shells and can
close both halves like a clam for protection.
Blanding’s have an overland range of 15 km.
Less than 1% of all turtle eggs reach sexual
maturity, mostly due to predation.

Their name ‘Map’ turtle originates from the
markings on their carapace (upper shell) because
they resemble the lines on a map.

Freshwater turtles mate in the water and
females can hold onto sperm for 2-3 years and
can ‘fertilize’ themselves.

Turtles should NOT be kept as pets. They are
wild animals and should be left to live out their
lives in the wild.
For more information visit Turtles Kingston
on Facebook or email
turtleskingston@gmail.com.

Midland Painted turtles were the final species
in Canada to be added to the list of ‘Species at
Risk.’ They were added in the spring of 2018.
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Hail to the Champions

Championships on the line.
Who has what it takes to dig
deep inside their soul, and find
every little ounce of courage,
and determination it takes to be
a champion?

What does it even take to be
a champion? From my personal
experiences, many things come
in to play to be a champion. Of
course, with any sport it takes
some natural ability, great bikes,
unlimited seat time, and a
budget that would make Wall
Street cringe. But most of all it’s
all about being tougher, more
focused and prepared, as well as
having a burning desire to be the
best.

awesome that BTB could come
together and put on a great
regional race series with all the
requirements they faced. The
weather didn’t always cooperate
on race day but it did provide for
#601 Wyatt Gibson has roared some great action in the mud.
into the fall season! Wyatt
#61 Calen Trudeau, has been
attended his first flat track race,
racing all season in the 85cc
hosted by Flattrack Canada. He
classes. New to the sport, he
was determined to bring his
brought his hockey skills with him,
acquired ice racing skills to the
raced with elbows up and mouth
1/3-mile gravel oval. The 50cc
guard hanging out. Calen is now a
class was stacked with about 10
contender in most motos and
area racers, and a few from
finished the season with a
around Quebec and Southern
commendable 3rd place season
Ontario. Wyatt did not allow his
finish!
inexperience to be a handicap,
he stole a clean sweep of the
Back to #601 Wyatt Gibson, he
weekend winning heat classes, has also been racing his 50cc all
and mains. He also entered the season. Wyatt, 6 years old in his
65cc class on his underpowered third year of racing, was able to
50cc bike and drove it to a
figure it out this year and put
podium finish behind
together a championship run!
Harrowsmith native #58 Kaleb
Competition didn’t make it easy on
Hunt. Kaleb was defending his
him, he won the 50cc
second national title – although championship by just 7 points.
he was also racing with a broken Wyatt also finished 3rd overall for
collarbone. He said he felt great the season in the open youth class.
being squeezed into his custom
Jack, and Luke Miles are still
race leathers. These kids are as
competing in the Provincial rounds
tough as they get.
of motocross. I had the
Regional mx racing has
opportunity to spend the weekend
finished for the season. It was
with them in Tillsonburg, at the
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Gopher Dunes mx facility. The
provincial rounds hosted by AMO,
have maybe for the first time, put
together a true provincial
championship. All the best racers from
all over Ontario and Quebec, have
diligently traveled weekly to far flung
facilities to make this happen. Every
race has had the feel of a national
event.
#601 Jack has showed his grit at
every race. He is determined to race
with the best and finish his career on
his 50cc on a high note. His great starts
and consistency have him fighting for
the 2021 Provincial Podium.
#601 Luke Miles is still a threat at
every gate drop. Luke is very focused;
he cuts through his competitors
cleanly with skill and raw speed. He
finds himself fighting inside the Top 5
with the opportunity to still improve
with just one round left on the
schedule.
That being said, fall racing can be
full of highs and lows, one never
knowing what the next gate drop will
bring. Follow Team 601 as we finish
our race seasons. Until then that noise
next door may just be a #601 rider
prepping for their next start.
Shawn Peirson
Coach, Rockport Motorsports

List your products or
services here in the

North Branch Designs

& get your homebased business seen.

We are a local “lake inspired” company based on
the North Branch of Buck Lake. We specialize in
custom handmade lake designed mugs, pillows
and maps on canvas. Our products are
customizable to design and any lake!
https://www.facebook.com/northbranchdesigns/
northbranchdesigns@gmail.com

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Email:
publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the
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Grant Writing is Also an Art
Connection. Isn’t that what
we’re all after? To connect with
one another: for comfort and
closeness, for fun and festivity.
Sometimes light-heartedly,
sometimes deep and intimate
and meaningful.

‘…We can still laugh and sing and
dance and cry, too. And for all of
this, we’re thankful.’

The pandemic has been an
invitation to consider what
matters most in our lives. For
some, it has meant a deep
sense of loss, confusion, and
sadness. For some, gratitude
has surfaced, there has been a
keen sense of how fortunate we
are despite the circumstances.
For others, it has been all of
these things, all at once.
The New Leaf Link
Community has experienced
these things, together as a
collective, and alone, often in
isolation. Our tagline is, Grow.
Connect. Belong. And here we
are now: emerging, along with
the rest of the world, thrilled
and tentative, growing,
connecting and belonging.
The ‘NeLL’ organization,
much like our participants, is
particularly vulnerable at this
time. Like many small
organizations, we rely on
financial support in order to
continue to grow, connect and
belong. Not surprisingly, this
translates into writing a number
of grant applications each year.
Some of these grants are annual
grants that require our
attention, while others are new
to us and we plan accordingly in
order to frame the work of New
Leaf Link, hopefully providing
granting agencies with a clear
‘picture’ of who we are, what

our needs are, and what kind of
support we believe will help our
organization.
Through this process, we
wrestle with how to not only
survive, but also thrive. The
incredible amount of work and
energy required to ‘travel the
granting path’ will not be news to
those of you who are on the path
with us.
My role, one which I love and
feel fortunate to enact, is that of
artist/musician and Board
member. Different hats to be sure,
but, in my experience, that’s what
artists do: we wear many hats.
Grant writing is, quite simply,
another kind of performance. The
financial support that New Leaf
Link has been fortunate to receive
through various grants from the
United Way KFLA, the Community
Foundation Kingston & Area, and
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the Township of South Frontenac
have kept the fires burning and the
momentum going, so that we can
continue to reach out to our
vulnerable participants and let them
know that we’re still here. That we
can still laugh and sing and dance
and cry, too. And for all of this,
we’re thankful.
Gary Raspberry, New Leaf Link
Artist, Musician & Board Member
New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a nonprofit organization located in
Harrowsmith, Ont., that provides
educational programming to
adults living with developmental
disabilities. NeLL does not receive
any government funding and relies
heavily on community support. To
learn more, or to donate, please
visit www.newleaflink.ca. Watch
this space for more NeLL stories,
pictures, profiles and more.

